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Abstract
This essay presents a comparative analysis between two fine art exhibitions that used a
relational ‘exhibition as matrix’ structure. This curatorial strategy, sometimes called
‘constellations,’ does away with hierarchical ordering in favour of thematic similarities. The
purpose of this analysis was to examine the malleability and communicative impact of this
kind of structure in conveying complex information to an art-viewing audience. The first
project discussed is Phantom, a group exhibition curated by the author in 2017 for Ruskin
Gallery. Phantom used an associative installation plan to examine translation and latency.
The second project discussed was Inverted Utopias, which was a major museum survey of
over 50 years of Modern art from Latin America curated by Mari Carmen Ramirez and
Hector Olea in 2004 for The Museum of Fine Arts, Houston Texas.
While these two projects had vastly different historical, cultural and political contexts with
entirely different aims, both projects worked within a similar curatorial methodology.
Through an ‘exhibition as matrix’ framework, both projects achieved the communication of
highly complex information to their audiences. The analysis was situated in Terry Smith’s
articulation of three main currents within contemporary art, which he has based on three
signature curatorial ideas: Continuing Modernism, Postcolonial Constellation, and Relational
Aesthetics.
Keywords: Inverted Utopias, Mari Carmen Ramírez, Hector Olea, Phantom, exhibition as
matrix, Terry Smith, contemporary art currents, curatorial methodologies, comparative
analysis
Introduction
What impact does the malleability1 of an exhibition structure have on how a curatorial
premise is communicated?2 Questions like these are important because as exhibitionary
space has become the site for critical discourse, consideration of presentation structure is a

By ‘malleable’ I mean a structure that is neither linear nor hierarchical in nature. A malleable exhibition structure is one
where relationships or groupings are made based on thematic concerns. These groupings resist conventional curatorial
hierarchical orderings.
2 My question for this comparison emanates from a presentation given by Ramírez for The Frick Collection in 2014 outlining
the relational constellation model theorized for Inverted Utopias. The basis for this analytical comparison originates in the
critical acceptance Ramírez and Olea achieved as a result of the flexibility of their exhibition model; an achievement which
has seen the acceptance of Latin American art into the mainstream Modernist canon. Their achievement and the reason
for the comparative analysis are best understood by considering the current state of contemporary art.
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key factor in how such debate is formed.3 To investigate the impact of structure on
communication, I will make a comparative analysis between two very different projects. The
first is Phantom, a case study I curated for Ruskin Gallery in 2017. The second is Inverted
Utopias, curated by Mari Carmen Ramírez and Hector Olea for The Museum of Fine Arts,
Houston Texas in 2004. It is important to note, these two exhibitions have essential
differences. Phantom was a small scale introspective exploration of collective themes
presented within a university gallery setting. Inverted Utopias was a mainstream art
museum cultural polemic survey with significant implications for the understanding – and
revision – of the Modernist canon. As different as these two types of art exhibitions are,
their comparison is not farfetched, thanks to Terry Smith’s framework for contemporary art
currents, which I will discuss below.

Phantom, 2017 Ruskin Gallery, curated by Jane Boyer. Photo: J. Boyer

Both projects used an ‘exhibition as matrix’ structure that emphasised relationships
between artworks rather than chronological or other hierarchical ordering.4 Both projects
were dealing with very complex information to convey to an audience. However, grappling
with the intricacy of this information was a primary concern for the curatorial choice of
presentation structure in both cases. Therefore, illustrating the difficulties faced by the
curators is a condition for making the comparison between the two curatorial strategies,
not for delving into the considerable topic of Latin American art. If modern Latin American
Since the 1960’s the space of an exhibition has received as much critical attention as the art objects presented within that
space; since the 1990’s curatorial practice has jostled with art criticism to become the nexus for critical discourse (O’Neill
2007:13-14)
4 It is precisely the use of this relational presentation framework that will be compared between Phantom and Inverted
Utopias. Discussion of details of the respective projects will be relevant to their use of the associative ‘exhibition as matrix’
structure, not in relation to any correlation between project themes. There is no link between their respective researches,
except that of curatorial exhibition strategies.
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art is an area of interest, I suggest reading the extensive Inverted Utopias exhibition
catalogue. The outline of these two exhibitions will therefore highlight the complexities,
without going too far into other details of exhibition themes, which are irrelevant to why
the curators chose to work with a relational curatorial strategy.
As an extension of Phantom in this comparative analysis, I will also discuss Disruptor, an
experimental wall installation I presented for Theorem 2017. The self-reflective mechanism
of using my work to interrogate my work, will offer further examination into the structure of
Phantom by way of this experiment. Disruptor was a development of the ‘exhibition as
matrix’ strategy as I conceived of it for Phantom. The curatorial design for Phantom visually
bumped and jostled artworks around the gallery walls, but in a polite way where none of
the work was too dishevelled. Disruptor offered an opportunity to explore a full-scale
collision of work where pieces overlapped and exploded out from each other to an extent I
felt unable to undertake with the artists’ work in Phantom.
As an artist working within a twenty-first century context, the expanded framework of a
concurrent curatorial practice is reflective of my artwork, my aesthetic, and the experience
of what it is to be contemporary. “[B]roadly speaking, contemporary curating aims to
display some aspect of the individual and collective experience of what it is, or was, or might
be, to be contemporary” (Smith 2012:30).5 This simple aspiration to understand the
contemporary condition underpins the two projects in this analysis. It may seem ambitious
to attempt a comparison between Phantom and a major art museum survey whose
objective was to challenge the critical perception of Latin American art as ‘peripheral’ to
mainstream Modernism (Ramírez & Olea 2004:xv).6 However, its achievement permits the
comparison between Phantom and Inverted Utopias.
Terry Smith (2012:31-34) generalizes three main currents in contemporary art based on
three signature curatorial ideas: Continuing Modernism – represented as the shift from late
modernism to contemporary art which dominates much of the European, American, and
other art world markets; Postcolonial Constellation - the art of transnational, post-colonial
identity transitions; and finally, Relational Aesthetics - the small-scale, distributive and
interactive art practices concerned in “tentative explorations of temporality, place,
affiliation, and affect.”7 Smith uses these terms as “labels for complex and subtle curatorial

Terry Smith puts forth this idea in Thinking Contemporary Curating. “...broadly speaking, contemporary curating aims to
display some aspect of the individual and collective experience of what it is, or was, or might be, to be contemporary. Thus
there is a spatial and phenomenological horizon for contemporaneity within the exhibition: it is a discursive,
epistemological, and dramaturgical space in which various kinds of temporality may be produced or shown to coexist.”
6 “That Latin America is a source of new ideas about the nature and function of modern art should be a compelling enough
idea to at last put to rest the host of reductive stereotypes that even today characterize accounts of the art of this region.
But until such empowerment operates in force, and stale remarks – such as "peripheral," "derivative," "epigonous,"
"exotic," and "outsider" – are forgotten, our task is nothing less than the comprehensive challenge to Latin American art's
no-place in history. This objective eschews essentialism in all its forms and at the same time acknowledges the plural
stages of development and multiethnic diversity of a geographic and cultural expanse as vast as that represented by the
more than twenty nations on the continent. The term Latin America, then, is here used as a unifying construct for this
complexity.”
5
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These three currents are based on the curatorial position of Kirk Varnedoe, Okwui Enwezor, and Nicolas Bourriaud
respectively. Smith encapsulates his argument in Thinking Contemporary Curating (2014:31-38), which he first outlined in
his publication for University of Chicago Press (2009), What is Contemporary Art?.

insights into a cluster of values, practices, and effects.”8 Phantom falls within the last of
these three categories.9 The success of Inverted Utopias in transitioning Latin American art
from a transnational Postcolonial identity, (the second of Smith’s contemporary art
divisions), to mainstream Modernism (the first group outlined by Smith), proves it is
possible to move within these three contemporary art positions.
However, for there to be movement between these clusters, comparisons must be made
between them. Therefore, the transition Ramírez and Olea realised enables my aim to
compare Phantom with Inverted Utopias for the use of a similar curatorial methodology.
Also, it must be acknowledged that the ‘tentative uncertainty of temporality, place,
affiliation, and affect’ of Smith’s third Relational Aesthetics strand underscores the
geopolitical concerns of the other two divisions described by Smith. Therefore, a natural
condition of relativity exists between Smith’s three contemporary paths.
Given the very different historical, geographical and political concerns between Phantom
and Inverted Utopias, they reveal some interesting points of intersection through a
similarity of exhibition structure. I will cover some of these points as I map out Phantom,
give brief background information on Inverted Utopias, and then make the comparative
analysis. The analysis will pose a series of questions related to the information I discuss for
Phantom, and Inverted Utopias.
Phantom
In an effort to expand the common curatorial paradigm of using an exhibition as a
communication device (Ferguson 1996), I wanted to activate Phantom by turning the
‘communication device’ into a configuration of patterns, signifiers, colours, and forms,
which would potentially offer an open undirected interchange with viewers. I had three
challenges to consider before designing the installation plan for Phantom. First was to
reflect on the directional movement of bodies through Ruskin Gallery. As a large interior
quad surrounded by art studios, people move through the space in all directions. I also gave
thought to the creative discussion and exchange happening in and around the studios. The
final challenge was to contemplate how an institutional university gallery space would
impact an exhibition. Conversely, how could a project like Phantom affect the dynamics of
such a space?

8

Even though Smith presents these three currents as based on specific curatorial positions, he is using these three
positions to categorize the strands of contemporary art production in general, not as the specific art-production disciplines
defined by these curators. “...I understood these curatorial ideas as key indicators...of a larger art critical and...art historical
idea: the contemporaneousness of three powerful currents that, I believe surge through the bewildering, beguiling variety
of contemporary art...These changes occurred and continue to unfold in different and distinctive ways in each cultural
region and in each art-producing locality around the world, the specific histories of which should be acknowledged, valued
and carefully tracked alongside recognition of their interaction with other local and regional tendencies and with dominant
art-producing centers (Smith 2012:32-34).” The key to his usage of these terms as ‘labels’ are the respective sites of these
three currents: art world markets, national identities within biennials, and small-scale DIY art projects, which “cannot be
named as a style, a period, or a tendency [but] proliferates below the radar of generalization (Ibid:34).”
9

It is within this third category of a DIY relational aesthetics current, outlined by Smith above, that I place Phantom, not
within the practice of a Relational Aesthetics discipline as defined by Nicolas Bourriaud.

Relating those spatio-temporal challenges of the gallery to the meanings associated with the
word ‘matrix’ (Google),10 which I found applicable for the project on a variety of levels, I
decided on an ‘exhibition as matrix’ structure for Phantom. The resulting open-plan
exhibition design was free from moveable wall panels, which would have interrupted the
flow of bodies through the space. The plan visualized a ‘vein’ of artwork running
continuously around the gallery walls. Visitors could engage with the artworks at any point
of their choice, there were no prescribed paths, no beginning and end.

Phantom, 2017 Ruskin Gallery, curated by Jane Boyer. Photo: J. Boyer

Mirroring the geometrics in some of the artworks and the architecture of the gallery space, I
used an asymmetrical gridded configuration to place the works within this vein-like
continuity that often extended to the limitations of space. Many previous exhibitions in
Ruskin gallery placed artworks at a standard eye-level along an invisible sightline around the
walls. I wanted the works in Phantom to move beyond the constraints of this unseen line, to
visually bump and jostle each other, in order to reflect the dynamic movement and creative
exchange in the space. Reflecting the ethos and culture of Ruskin Gallery and the Cambridge
School of Art, I explained my intention for the hang in my exhibition statement for the show
this way:

To see the full list of definitions for matrix, see the Google link in the Reference section. However, here is a sample of the
meanings which I responded to for Phantom: a. the cultural, social, or political environment in which something develops
b. a mass of fine-grained rock in which gems, crystals, or fossils are embedded c. a rectangular array of quantities or
expressions in rows and columns that is treated as a single entity and manipulated according to particular rules d. a gridlike arrangement of elements; a lattice e. an organizational structure in which two or more lines of command,
responsibility, or communication may run through the same individual.
10

“I want the artworks to touch and resonate in their association. I want them to
reverberate in the movement of proximity. I want all the impossible combinations of
things to link and take voice, emanating into visibility from their latent positions. I
want them to spark with static electricity as they collide. I want the space around the
work to be palpable because of the vitality generated by tangents.”
Theoretically, Phantom explored translation and latency as factors which create conditions
for destabilized and divergent communications. To research these factors, I selected a single
artwork from each artist, myself included, and asked the artists to create new work for the
exhibition from this chosen piece while considering the theoretical notions outlined in the
Phantom premise statement. From this point, I gave no further direction. I waited to see
how the artists developed the work. I was resigned to working with what came.

Phantom, 2017 Ruskin Gallery, curated by Jane Boyer. Photo: J. Boyer

This was a precarious position to be in as curator. In essence, I let go of selective control and
let interpretive compromises to happen. Remarkably, this produced not a randomised mix
of work, but a cohesive and resonant group of artworks which demonstrated a fluidity of
discourse. However, the discourse was an unexpected colloquy which frustrated viewer’s
attempts to read meaning from the art. Given this cohesion and the relational exhibition
structure, these groupings should have produced a comprehensible narrative of multiplicity,
repetition, geometric patterns, and other figurative imagery within the works, not as a
single narrative per se, but as a logical telling of relationships. However, what was visible
was not readable, because the messages intrinsic to individual works shifted away from
them.

This frustrated reading could have been seen as a breakdown in communication or failed
translation, but as an illustration of the unstable shifting nature of communication, it
reinforced the theoretical concerns of the project. It surfaced that my original selection of
work played a larger role in influencing the outcome of the new work produced for the
exhibition than I anticipated. As a result I was in the peculiar position of exerting
unrecognized influence, while relinquishing control over the work in the exhibition. I also
felt a limitation on how far I could ‘jostle’ the work because of my relationship as curator to
the other artists.11 Phantom was striking in the space, but it could have gone farther in
communicating the visual ‘vibration and noise’ of colliding ideas through the thrusting and
jolting configuration of the artworks. This is where Disruptor becomes valuable as an
extension of Phantom.

Disruptor Wall Installation: Theorem 2017, Jane Boyer, Ruskin Gallery. Photo: J. Boyer

Based on a comment from a colleague who felt the jostling in Phantom was all too polite. I
wanted to do an experiment and take the ‘politeness’ out of the presentation of artworks
and into full-tilt visual collision.12 I could only do this with my own work. Looking back over
my doctoral research output, I discovered there were several occurrences of a grid
appearing in the work. I thought this intriguing, as the grid is not involved theoretically with
my research. Using this as the basis of selection for my experiment, I gathered these works
together to communicate the story of the grid in my work for Theorem, and to explore a
more aggressive installation tactic than the one for Phantom.

It was important that I did not overstep my role as curator and take extreme liberties in interpreting or ‘using’ the artists’
work for my own artistic ends within the exhibition; something I was already doing to a certain point, by asking the artists
to let me install their work in ways they would not have imagined for themselves.
11

12

At the time, I thought of this experiment as an extreme limit, but now I see ways I could take it even further.

Inverted Utopias
Inverted Utopias challenged the marginalization of Latin American art from the Modernist
canon (Ramírez & Olea 2004:1-15).13 A new millennium at the turn of the twenty-first
century brought with it the need for new understanding of the immediate past; a past which
had become disillusioned with its own utopias. Latin American artist-theoreticians, such as
Joaquín Torres-García (Uruguay/Catalan), David Alfaro Siqueiros (Mexico), and Oswald de
Andrade (Brazil), had very different histories and creative experiences. However, each had
an involvement with the avant-garde in Europe. Through their individual experiences, it was
evident to Ramírez and Olea, these artists and others shared a goal to synthesise
modernisation with the legacy of ancient Mesoamerican cultures. The realisation of such a
synthesis would be a legitimization of Latin American art and culture, but within its own
frames of reference.14 Having witnessed the disruptive effects of the avant-garde in Europe,
these artists believed the self-critical avant-garde was the key to a transformative sociopolitical utopia. This belief translated into an engagement with the discourse of the avantgarde In Europe and America, which resulted in a Latin American Modernist canon in its
own right. But it was one which remained outside the bounds of the dominant Modernism
forged by European and American artists and the institutions, such as the Museum of
Modern Art in New York, who supported them.
The task of redrafting the immediate past was charged with paradoxes for Ramírez and
Olea. How were they to relegate the art production of a century that “proclaimed the
eternal present of modernity,” to the ‘past’ (Ramírez & Olea 2004 :1)? At the same time,
how could they confront a ‘colonialist’ exclusion of art from regions not invited to partake in
that immutable ‘eternal present’ condition? Furthermore, how could they reframe the
legacy of Modernism for a new millennium through the very institutions that had defined it?
The comprehensive analysis of Latin American art by Ramírez and Olea addressed these
challenges through both the exhibition Inverted Utopias and its extensive exhibition
catalogue.
However, a chronological ordering of fifty plus years of Latin American art could not express
the significance of the engagement with Modernist discourse by these artists, nor would it
emphasize contributions to Modernist ideals which had been overlooked by the mainstream
markets. Ramírez and Olea claimed that “only a flexible attitude can orient the formal
complexities and theoretical tensions embedded in the Latin American avant-garde
movements (Ramírez & Olea 2004:5).” Ramírez framed this flexible attitude in terms of
Foucault’s notion of the ‘network.’ Likewise, Olea used Adorno’s concept of the
‘constellation.’15 Foucault’s network gave Ramírez an understanding of our current
For a full understanding of the scale and scope of their undertaking, see the exhibition catalogue, Inverted Utopias listed
in the reference list. I do not have the space to go into the nuances of their project in this essay. My sole concern is in
comparing exhibition strategies between Inverted Utopias and my own project Phantom.
14 The challenge for Ramírez and Olea was to look beyond the limitations of national identities within the art production of
the region in order to locate links to Eurocentric avant-garde art discourse (Ramírez and Olea 2004:xv-xvii). In order to
cope with the magnitude of this complexity of output from more than twenty nations in Central and South America, they
theorised the flexible relational curatorial plan of ‘constellations,’ which they also called ‘exhibition as matrix’ (Frick 2014).
Their aim was to move beyond a chronological or other hierarchical curatorial ordering to present ‘open’ possibilities for
further research on the subject, and to avoid the curatorial practices of the previous century which gave what Ramírez and
Olea considered false ‘comprehensive’ certainty of a topic.
13
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This notion of the network by Foucault appears in “Of Other Spaces,” in documenta X: the book, politics/poetics,
organised by Documenta and Museum Fridericianum Veranstaltungs, ed. Catherine David and Jean-François Chevier

accelerated and distributed condition. This contemporaneity urgently called for a remapping
of Modernism. Olea borrowed the mutable configuration of simultaneously illuminating the
hidden aspects of two-sided elements from Adorno’s constellation (Ramírez & Olea
2004:443).16
They devised six constellations: Universal and Vernacular; Play and Grief; Progression and
Rupture; Vibrational and Stationary; Touch and Gaze; Cryptic and Committed. The doublesided aspect of Adorno’s discourse is evident in these six headings. From here, the web of
connections Ramírez and Olea made between artists, movements, and artworks allowed for
“the (re) positioning of artists and groups within a dynamic, transversal reading that
encompassed their broad theoretical and practical input, as well as the degree of
experimental risk they [the artists] took (Ramírez & Olea 2004:5).”17 This strategy saw the
work of individual artists figured in more than one constellation, while artists from different
nationalities and generations were placed in direct relation to each other. This configuration
also afforded diverse apprehensions to take place simultaneously and offered the possibility
of “infinite readings (Ramírez & Olea 2004:7).”
Analysis
Could my open plan, which offered visitors no single proscribed path through Phantom, but
allowed multiple entry points into experiencing the space and the work, prove to be one of
the cohering elements in the project? Did my open plan function in a similar way to the
constellations of Inverted Utopias? The dialogical relationships between artworks through
the six constellations established by Ramírez and Olea initiated tensions, provocations, and
an unspecified purpose to the exhibition strategy (Ramírez & Olea 2004:7). Through these
disruptions to curatorial convention, hierarchies of presentation collapsed. This planned
inversion by the curators resulted in simultaneous readings of historical, cultural, and
conceptual aspects for Inverted Utopias. Ramírez and Olea wanted to activate the
experience of the artwork and the reading of its relationship to the Modernist canon
through these destabilised conditions (Ramírez & Olea 2004:7).
For Phantom, a comparable simultaneous reading of colours, geometrics, and recursions in
the artworks produced a strong sense of visual cohesion through the open plan
presentation. Each artist’s work flowed into the next, blurring lines of distinction between
the artistic visions, offering instead, a contemporary sense of anxiety and de-centeredness.
Through this flow, meaning did not rest within the singular artworks, it passed to the
conglomerate whole of the exhibition, becoming transformed into a message carried by the

(Ostifildern: Cantz-Verlag, 1997), 262 (Ramírez & Olea 2004:14). The concept of the constellation by Adorno appears in
Negative Dialectics, trans. E.B. Ashton (1966; reprint, New York: Continuum, 1973), 162 (Ramírez & Olea 2004:452).
16 Together, these two concepts of the network and the constellation, allowed for a versatile articulation of decades of
Latin American art production, some of it obscure even by nationalistic standards. The concepts of the network and the
constellation could also encompass the numerous cultural diversities of the twenty or more countries represented in the
term ‘Latin American.’ This adaptable structure avoided the pitfalls of a curatorial legacy Ramírez and Olea wished to leave
behind; namely giving any pretence of a ‘complete,’ and therefore deceptive, narrative imposed by a chronological
ordering of artworks. I will address the notion of Adorno’s constellation, which is a development from Walter Benjamin’s
original concept, in the theoretical analysis section of chapter two of my thesis, for which this essay is also a part.
17

This quote is slightly altered for consistent verb tense. Its meaning has not been altered otherwise.

artworks but not originating in them.18 As a result of this flow, artworks engaged in a wider
discourse beyond their own intrinsic purpose.
Similarly, pulling one thread in my research
uncovered an unarticulated story of the grid.
Presenting this theme in a constellate form in
Disruptor provided a distillation of thought
that had been forming but had remained
latent and disjointed. Visualizing three years of
thought into a single wall installation brought a
unity to reading the work, which viewing the
disparate projects containing those works had
obscured. By removing the hierarchy of linear
time and framing by the various projects led to
an expansive look at the commonalities of a
gridded logic lying dormant throughout the
work I had produced. Much as Ramírez and
Olea achieved through their curatorial
constellations for finding strands of shared
concerns in the heterogeneity of art by Latin
American artists.
Can the constellation model of Inverted
Utopias shed any light on why or how such
Link 2 ©2017 Jane Boyer
resonance happened between the works in
Phantom? Both Inverted Utopias and Phantom developed an exhibition structure which
allowed for a “diachronic reading” (Ramírez & Olea 2004:7) of the works, that is, a
presentation of how the work developed in time. Inverted Utopias theorized within history,
cultural and political legacies, and the many contradictions such concerns can represent,
looking for a path through an “inescapable tradition” of a colonial past (Ramírez & Olea
2004: 446). Phantom theorized within the fabricated span of its own discourse, constrained
by the limitations of the project. Phantom considered the destabilizing aspects of memory
and translation, and coaxed any resulting latencies to appear through the production of new
work from older work as a displacement of time.
Audience engagement with the diachronic clusters in Inverted Utopias afforded multiple
and concurrent apprehensions. Pictorial resonances were created through the visible
curatorial alignment of aesthetic and theoretical concerns of artists from different
generations and a diversity of Latin American nationalities. For Phantom, time signalled the
transmutation of thought; the process of translation made visible. However, the relatively
18

Remarkably, this occurrence was not part of the curatorial plan devised by me. It was a result of my research into the
function of the simulacrum within an exhibition. The critical discourse, by Ute Meta Bauer, Paul O’Neill and others, of
curators intentionally using artist’s work to convey other meanings was not at issue here. The curatorial situation in
Phantom removed a predictable linear presentation in favour of visual or thematic relationships between the works. What
resulted was a natural slippage of meaning through the artworks that was not a controlled or intentional manipulation, but
became perceptible as an outcome the study.

short period in which the artists had to work for Phantom, may have interrupted a fulsome
development of this impression. From the point of view of the audience, a similar
transformation of thought and rendering process became evident in survey responses to
Phantom. Responses revealed a common theme of the dualism of time. On the one hand,
time was collapsed for visitors because of the ‘all-at-once’ perception of the work in the
open curatorial plan. Alternately, these same visitors also described repeated engagements
with the work, finding nuances and surprises with each new viewing.
The Disruptor wall installation in
Theorem was able to express a
deeper sense of this conversion
process by relating works that
moved through a pathway. This
trajectory often involved starting
with an image documenting a
project or artwork. The originary
image became the basis for an
aesthetic reiteration of the subject,
turning into a hyper-replication and
near obliteration of itself.19 There
was also a strong sense of the trace
of a single artist through the works
in Disruptor, whereas in Phantom
the individual artists’ works became
fused in the unitary expression of
the exhibition.
Did the exhibition as matrix
methodology facilitate the
communication of complex
information through the exhibition
structure? In both Inverted Utopias
and Phantom, it was through a
relational space that artworks were
ordered dialogically in relation to
each other. Through this
Disruptor ©2017 Jane Boyer
mechanism, the transient nature of
the installation network or constellation became apparent. There were no fixed and static
solutions. There were numerous possibilities within each project. For example, in Inverted
Utopias, through the fluid exhibition structure and its theoretical discourse, a reverberation
of current conditions for the curatorial strategy was seen (Ramírez & Olea 2004:7).
Curatorial handling of dispersed identity, simultaneity, and contradiction were some of the
conditions faced by Ramírez and Olea. Visitors were compelled to make their own reading,
by the non-directive, multiple entry points into both exhibitions, which meant that
The artwork called Disruptor, which is the same title as for the Theorem wall installation, is an example of a hyperreplication of a single originary image. In this case, the original image is of another wall installation photograph from my
first case study exhibition.
19

communication was facilitated, not directed. No single message was to be understood from
either Phantom or Inverted Utopias, but rather numerous complexities, ambiguities, and
divergences that made up what could be considered the constraints of each project’s own
respective context.
In this framework, artworks showed the logic of their making, while illuminating the context
in which they were made. The dialectical engagement by Latin American artists, regardless
of generation or nationality, with the Eurocentric avant-garde emerged from this strategy in
Inverted Utopias. It was an iteration of Adorno’s notion of orbiting ideas circling to form a
constellation of illumination; lighting up all sides of a subject simultaneously (Adorno
1966:165-6).20 Likewise, Phantom produced a simulacral condition of destabilized meaning,
which was a key finding for the case study. The readable tenor of the artwork was subverted
by an appearance of cohesion between the works, while any message was deflected away
from the individual pieces. The complex mechanisms of translation, latency, and divergence
were highly intricate information to convey to an audience. However, through the open
exhibition design, this sense of a disrupted message became evident on many levels.

Phantom, 2017 Ruskin Gallery, curated by Jane Boyer. Photo: J. Boyer

Time and again, visitors commented on an earnest sensory engagement with the artworks,
only to be left feeling frustrated at failing to grasp their essence. The uncanny visual
cohesion did not illuminate meaning for the individual works. Meaning was either
20

Olea discusses this in his essay, “Versions, Inversions, Subversions: The Artist as Theoretician” on pages 443-453 of
Inverted Utopias. He says, “If the constellation of Ambiguity and Enigma can guide us through the maze of difficulties that
Modernism poses, then the purpose of this exhibition is simple: to juxtapose the extremes that engird the intricate
workings of the seemingly unrelated elements and procedures surrounding this inaccessible phenomenon (Ramírez & Olea
2004:443).”

subsumed or deferred to the next artist’s work, which could not respond to the deflected
message because the work was made under different conditions, for different purposes, by
a different person. Many visitors wanted to separate out the works for individual viewing.
This desire to isolate pieces for viewing was indicative of a disruptive force thwarting their
efforts to read the work. The curatorial strategy of using the matrix produced a geometric
scheme that was more related to the architecture of the space than to the angularity in the
artwork. This disrupted the reading of the grid rational within the work. For one artist, her
visual argument was based in a reduction to its most elemental line component, but the
visual interaction between artworks and the architectural features of the gallery meant this
artistic discourse was thwarted and subsumed while simultaneously it remained the most
dominant work in the exhibition. This was an unsettling element for some viewers, who
wanted less interference from the architecture.21
Reflection
Despite the apparent paradox of precision coming from multiplicity, this comparison has
shown that an array of meanings circling around a subject in unison can illuminate the many
facets of a subject. Examples of this are the diversity of Modernist discourse in the Latin
American art of Inverted Utopias or translation as a factor in destabilized communication in
Phantom. Through such heterogeneity, the clear communication of a Latino art fully
engaged with the mainstream Modernist discourse of its time was conveyed by Ramírez and
Olea. Likewise, activating multiple layers of translation22 in Phantom to investigate the ways
meaning can shift, resulted in a destabilised message. While removing hierarchy affords a
mutability that allows viewers to make their own interpretations of the information. This
interpretative function represents an oscillation between viewer and artwork, assisted by
the pluralities of a malleable curatorial framework. This fluidity culminates in the
communication of intricate information as theorised by Ramírez and Olea.
Within this flux, the individual may become amalgamated, but there is another wave of
divergence coming to loosen the bond. It may be undesirable for some artists to have the
meaning of their work subsumed within the wider meaning of an exhibition, and it may be
uncomfortable for some curators to give over their power of selection. However, it is in
relinquishing these solitary positions that meaning takes new form and agency is
reinvigorated, because what gets released comes back in new and divergent ways.

All of these responses come from audience survey answers to a series of questions I asked in regards to how well the
curatorial decisions presented the work. This survey was circulated to CSA students and faculty. The responses that were
returned were a random sample.
22 Some of these translations took place as the artists interpreted my instructions, and in the ways they reengaged their
dormant thoughts from their past work. Similarly, the visual rendering of what the artists felt I was looking for in new work,
based on the selections I had made for Phantom meant a rephrasing of their own aesthetic concerns through the prism of
mine. These are just a few examples of how translation was activated within the project.
21
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